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Visual SLAM and Visual Odometry

Recap & admin stuff
ADMIN 
• We have one more assignment.  Two more quizzes. 
• For the next assignment, the due date is slightly flexible. 
• Quiz dates: Nov 21, Nov 30? 
• Recall: Classes end Thursday, December 7 

RECAP 
• We are talking about computer vision. 
• We have considered camera geometry, the ill-posed nature or vision, and nature 

of shape-from-X 
• Many methods depend on computing properties of specific points, maybe in 

multiple images. 
• Today we "zoom in" on these problems and consider specific methods, but not 

individually in great detail.

• Visual SLAM 
• Localization and mapping with measurements usually coming from tracking image 

features: 
• keypoints/corners 
• edges  
• image intensity patches 

• Can use one or more cameras 

• Visual Odometry (VO) 
• Real-time localization with measurements usually coming from tracking image 

features: 
• keypoints/corners 
• edges  
• image intensity patches 

• Can use one or more cameras Camera frame  
transformations 
are known

3D point coordinates 
are unknown and to  
be estimated

A.K.A. mapping



Camera frame  
transformations 
are unknown and to  
be estimated

3D point coordinates  
are unknown, but we  
won’t try to estimate them

3D point coordinates  
are unknown, but we  
won’t try to estimate them

Camera frame  
transformations 
are unknown, but we 
won’t try to estimate them 

We are estimating pixel displacement 
from one image to the next

Many variants with two 
OR MORE images

Optical flow

• Optical flow is a 2D problem: it's about the image (image 
domain). 
• Motion is (unless otherwise specified) a 3D problem: it's about 

world coordinates (maybe with a scaling error).



Basic underlying component in many of these problems: 
keypoint detection and  
matching across images

Ideally, we want the descriptor  
to be invariant when there are 

- viewpoint changes 
(small rotation or translation  
of the camera) 

- scale-changes 

- illumination changes 

Invariant means it does not 
change when these things 
happen. In practice, we rarely do 
better than "pseudo-
invariant" (changes little). 

The point of the descriptor is to 
allow a point to be re-recognized to 
permit the matching.



"Corner" detectors
Corners are a class of feature, also known as keypoints.  
In this context, corners are not actual corners of 3D (or 2D) 
objects, but places where the image varies in certain ways. 

• Harris (1988) 
• FAST (features from accelerated segment test) 
• Laplacian of Gaussian detector (LoG) 
• SUSAN* 
• Forstner

*Don't bother to memorize that this is "smallest univalue segment assimilating nucleus"

Scale-space representation

Feature detection: 

search for “corners”/keypoints  
across many scales, and return 
a list of (x, y, scale) keypoints



Additional modern feature detectors

• SIFT 
• SURF (fast approximation of SIFT) 

• (more listed on a later slide)



• ORB 
• BRIEF 
• FREAK 
• RootSIFT-PCA 

• This was a research "industry".  There is little new work on 
algorithms for feature detection because: 
•  (a) it's close to solved in the general case, and 
•  (b) data-driven (learning methods) are quite efficient in 

specific domains (and maybe even the almost-general case)

ORB, for example is quite popular and 
we use it in my lab. 
It is FASTER that SURF, but probably 
not quite as robust.

Feature matching



Problem #1: landmark triangulation

Camera frame  
transformations 
are known

3D point coordinates 
are unknown and to  
be estimated

A.k.a. mapping Stereo revisited

1.Use 2 cameras 
2.Match points between left and right cameras (i.e your eyes) 
3.Observe how much the projected point moves (shifts position) 

between the two images. 
4.Compute the true 3D distance based on the size of the shift 

using the geometry of projection. 

• You need to know these steps. The following slides provide 
further detail.





In metric, not in pixel 
coordinates. To convert to 
pixel coordinates need to use 
elements of the camera 
calibration matrix.

Synopsis: if you have a well-calibrated and rectified (parallel) stereo 
camera you do not need to do least squares triangulation.  
 
You can estimate depth via the disparity map.





7 pixel observations in  
each camera, so 21 pixel 
observations across all  
cameras 

! 42 constraints in total

3 x 7 = 21 variables to be estimated

Triangulation as a least squares problem

Actual pixel observation of a 
keypoint by camera frame Expected pixel observation of    

3D point          by camera frame 
  
3D point          by camera frame 

Triangulation as a least squares problem

The only term to be  
optimized. The rest are known.  Enumerate all cameras that 

observed the keypoint.

Triangulation as a least squares problem

3D point expressed in the 
frame of camera k



Triangulation as a least squares problem

Reprojection error of point 

into camera k’s frame

Triangulation as a least squares problem

Triangulation as a least squares problem Triangulation as a least squares problem

Note: unconstrained optimization  
does not guarantee that the solution 
will be in the camera’s field of view. 
For example, it could happen that 
it returns                    which is an invalid  
solution (i.e. behind the camera) 
it returns                    which is an invalid  



Potential pitfalls with triangulation: 
near parallel rays

Intersection point is too far away, dominated by noise and insufficient image resolution. 
Triangulating these points is typically impossible without sufficient baseline between camera frames. 

“point at infinity”

Problem #2:  
camera localization/visual odometry

Camera frame  
transformations 
are unknown and to  
be estimated

3D point coordinates  
are unknown, but we  
won’t try to estimate them

Camera localization as a least squares 
problem?

The only terms to be  
optimized. 

But, 3D position is unknown! 

So, we cannot solve the 
problem using the reprojection 
error unless we know the 3D 
position corresponding to the 
keypoint.



Let’s restrict the discussion 
to two cameras only



After estimating the 
essential matrix, we 
extract t, R. 

However, the  
translation t, is only 
estimated up to a 
multiplicative scale. 

- Translation is not  
fully observable with a  
single camera. 

- To make it observable  
we need stereo 

The “5-point algorithm” by 
David Nister computes 
essential matrix and then 
decomposes it into rotation 
and translation.

Visual odometry with a single camera: 
translation is recovered only up to a scale 
• Scale = relationship between real-world metric distance units 

and estimated map distance units  

Camera placements (1) and (2) generate  
the same observation of P. In fact, infinitely  
many possible placements of the two  
camera frames along their projection rays 
could have generated the same measurement.   

(1)

(2)

Visual odometry with a single camera: 
translation is recovered only up to a scale 
• Scale = relationship between real-world metric distance units 

and estimated map distance units  

Q: Is there a way to obtain true metric distances 
only with a single camera? 

A: The only way is to have an object of known  
metric dimensions in the observed scene. For  
example if you know distances AB, BC, CA then 
you can recover true translation. This is commonly 
referred to as the Perspective-3-Point (P3P), or in  
General, the Perspective-n-Point (PnP) problem.  

Visual odometry (VO) with a single camera: 
translation is recovered only up to a scale 

• Scale = relationship between real-world metric distance units 
and estimated-map distance units  

Q: Does scale remain constant throughout the trajectory 
of a single camera? 
  
A: No, there is scale drift, which is most apparent  
during in-place rotations (i.e. pure rotation, no translation), 
because depth estimation for 3D points is unconstrained, 
so it is easily misestimated.  
   This is a form of error accumulation, just like the dead reckoning error.

Camera at t = 0

Camera at t = 0

Point in 3D



Are points-at-infinity useful for 
localization?

For estimating translation, most likely no. For estimating rotation, yes. 
Look up “Inverse Depth Parameterization for Monocular SLAM” for more info. 

Points-at-infinity 
can help estimate 
the camera’s rotation, 
similarly to how we use stars 
for navigation, without  
estimating how far they are. 



Problem #3: Visual SLAM

Structure from Motion
How can we estimate both 3D point positions and the relative camera transformations?

Sometimes also 
called bundle  
adjustment

Q: Why is it different than 
SLAM?

Structure from Motion
How can we estimate both 3D point positions and the relative camera transformations?

Sometimes also 
called bundle  
adjustment

Q: Why is it different than 
SLAM? 

A: SLAM potentially  
includes  

- loop closure 
- dynamics constraints 
- velocities, accelerations

Loop Closure in Visual SLAM

ORB-SLAM, Mur-Artal, Tardos, Montiel, Galvez-Lopez 



Bundler (bundle adjustment/structure from motion)

Structure from Motion as Least Squares

Indicates the frame of the k-th camera.

Structure from Motion as Least Squares

Expected pixel projection of 
3D point        onto camera k3D point        onto camera k

Actual pixel measurement of 
3D point           from camera k 3D point           from camera k 

Structure from Motion as Least Squares

Q: Is the scale of these two estimates accurate/unambiguous  
when measurements are done from a monocular (single)  
camera in motion? I.e. is it observable? 

Note: scale = relationship between real-world metric distances 
and estimated map distances. I.e. relationship between distance  
units.  



Structure from Motion as Least Squares

Q: Is the scale of these two estimates accurate/unambiguous  
when measurements are done from a monocular (single)  
camera in motion? I.e. is it observable?

A: No, regardless of how many common keypoints are  
matched in between camera frames. Without external  
reference distance, e.g. stereo baseline, or real size of  
observed object, the scale is ambiguous and unobservable, 
just as it was in Visual Odometry.

Structure from Motion as Least Squares

Q: Is the scale of these two estimates constant during the entire experiment, 
if we use a monocular camera?

Structure from Motion as Least Squares

Q: Is the scale of these two estimates constant during the entire experiment, 
if we use a monocular camera?

A: No. During in-place rotations there is not enough baseline between  
camera frames to triangulate new points. So, error in structure and in motion  
accumulates ! scale drift  

Similarly to visual odometry with a single camera. 

Problem #4: optical flow



3D point coordinates  
are unknown, but we  
won’t try to estimate them

Camera frame  
transformations 
are unknown, but we 
won’t try to estimate them 

We are estimating pixel displacement 
from one image to the next

http://tcr.amegroups.com/article/viewFile/3200

Motion Applications:  
Segmentation of video

• Background subtraction 
• A static camera is observing a scene 
• Goal: separate the static background from the moving  foreground



Motion Applications: Segmentation of video

• Shot boundary detection in edited video 

• Edited video is usually composed of shots or sequences showing the same objects or 
scene 

• Goal: segment video into shots for summarization and browsing (each shot can be 
represented by a single keyframe in a user interface) 

• Difference from background subtraction: the camera is not necessarily stationary

Motion Applications:  
Segmentation of video

• Background subtraction 
• Shot boundary detection 
• Motion segmentation 

• Segment the video into multiple coherently moving objects

Motion and perceptual organization
• Sometimes, motion is the only cue

Motion and perceptual organization
• Sometimes, motion is the only cue



Motion and perceptual organization

Experimental study of apparent behavior.  
Fritz Heider & Marianne Simmel. 1944 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=n9TWwG4SFWQ

From Taylor expansion of I








